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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI), one of the top ten IT & Technology Buzzwords in 2019, has become ubiquitous in today’s world with a more crystallized concept.¹ Its image, to the public, is no longer only the self-driving car, robot, or other somewhat futuristic application. Instead it is often portrayed as an essential work partner, from the Gmail Smart Compose to 24/7 security monitors. With perceived human-like characteristics such as the ability to undertake multiple tasks computationally based on its increasing scale of data, AI is powering efficiency and is likely to outperform humans at various workplace in the near future.

Yet there is reason for caution in the age of AI. As was predicted at the turn of the century, AI has, and will continue to disrupt many traditional careers.² According to a report by the global consultancy firm McKinsey & Company, by the year 2030 automation and AI could force around 33 percent of the US’s projected 166 million workforce to change jobs.³ AI applications are becoming increasingly common in life, the public sector, and museums. Therefore, the future workforce and job marketplace for art museums professionals will be impacted by AI, although perhaps not as one may expect.

The threat AI brings to the workforce in art museums

AI has the potential to impact almost every current job in art museums. Some jobs will likely be reduced in the necessity or eliminated by future AI. The jobs which are at greater risk of replacement by automation and computerization are those that involve primarily simple or sequential tasks. Many current AI algorithms are capable of learning simple tasks as fast as humans can. Numerous daily museum tasks fit this category, therefore we can expect that in the near future AI working at the museum will do many tasks that are currently done by humans.⁴

Museum ticket sales staff hold the position which is most likely to be considered under a red card warning for AI replacement. Its related position – Sales Representatives – is projected to have an 85% possibility of being job replacement according to Will Robots Take My Job?⁵ Ticket sales, a service many museums already offer online, may

be conducted on-site by AI in the art museum because ticketing is a predictable routine activity. Thus, placing self-service ticket machines instead of the human labor force in the museum place will likely become a more common way of enhancing the ticket-sales efficiency by lowering labor costs. As AI and machine learning systems become more sophisticated they may be able to engage in personalized questions and answer informative exchanges with guests at the point of sale, somewhat akin to an enhanced chatbot. While some guests may enjoy this type of interaction, others may find it less appealing and, depending on the needs and audience of an institution, therefore AI may be unable to meet the conversational needs of all visitors.

Another endangered position at the art museum might be collections cataloguer, whose day-to-day tasks are similar than librarians, receiving a chance of 65% to be replaced by robots. Elements of cataloguers’ work are routine and repetitive: add artworks to the museum database; put bar-code labels on the works; digitize the documents in the collection; check, correct and update the database. Therefore it is likely that AI will take over many tasked currently carried out by cataloguers in just a matter of time.

From a social equity perspective, the members of the labor force whose jobs are most at risk for replacement by AI tend to be are people with limited educational background or insufficient qualifications to undertake high skilled, non-routine work. The job description of the Retail Associate position at the Broad notes that the museum job postings accept, and therefore may hire, candidates who possess only a high school diploma. Museums have created the diverse levels of positions for people with different background to gain the opportunities for the simple-task work at museums. However, because the coming AI revolution might automate millions of daily tasks to make them faster and better, and in light of the constant struggle to operations funding, art
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museums are likely to be increasingly incentivized to automate these once accessible routine jobs. Fewer opportunities for lower-educated people and a smaller plurality of the employment might become the issue caused by AI for the museum workforce. Inequality will therefore increase in the future museum job market.

The benefit AI brings to the workforce in art museums

Although AI may create job insecurity in certain areas of museum employment, AI-powered systems are not designed to eliminate every job that they can but to create a systematic working environment to improve the quality and consistency of work. Very few jobs in art museums are comprised solely of task which AI can fully replicate, hence most jobs are likely to benefit from AI advances rather than come to the dead end.

As AI replaces jobs based on routine tasks it may initiate a sequence of events that impacts the availability and attainability of jobs less subject to replacement by automation. Once a job is replaced by AI, it will likely lead a staffing transformation: those refugees in the AI job revolution will likely rush to apply for the current surviving simple positions which additional diplomas or qualifications are not required. Those jobs which have not yet been replaced by AI will become much competitive and increase the anxiety to the current staff for their future job stability.

Figure 2: Job Automation Risk Chart. Source: Bloomberg.com.
Museum jobs, such as curators, fundraisers, event planners and graphic designers currently appear unlikely to be eliminated by AI. These jobs require highly trained professionals and involve the completion of multiple complex tasks. While some of the tasks could be augmented or automated by the technology, the majority depend on humans’ knowledge, cognitive and emotional intelligence, and communication skills, which AI is not currently able to replicate. Therefore, most museum staff do not need to be concerned about unemployment in the age of AI, but instead could regard AI as a powerful teammate to support them to deal with the tasks faster and better.

Philadelphia’s Barnes Foundation art gallery uses AI and machine learning technology in the collection department to auto-pair digital works, interpret the artistic styles, and recognize the patterns and objects. The technology categorizes each art piece automatically, an automation which assists the collections staff’s ability to place millions of objects in the collection, and enhances the museum collection database. With the ability to do much of the groundwork, AI will also work as a search filter to aid curators in selecting related works from the museum database. Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History and the Smithsonian Office have collaborated with NVIDIA on a project using AI to digitize the botany specimens, which will likely to assist curators to learn from the mass collection data and allow them to focus their time on more sophisticated curatorial works with the extracted information by AI.

Some fear that AI-powered robots or chatbots will displace traditional tour guides. Museums are indeed experimenting with AI docents to assist human docents and curators by delivering digital tour guides in the art museums. For example, Smithsonian Institute deployed eight robots, Pepper, in three art museums in Washington D.C.,
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encouraging visitors to focus on the exhibits and interact with the artworks as well as other visitors.\textsuperscript{12} The Dot Kiosk, a chatbot tour guide at the Akron Art Museum provides the visitors with a new visitor experience and connects them with art and technology.\textsuperscript{13} While engaging more visitors and taking the responsibility for some simple tasks, these robots also collect data from the daily operation, which could help the future exhibition planning and visitor experience design. The AI docents are exciting, yet the emergence of the digital tour guides is unlikely to fully replace docents and curators in the art museums since currently AI cannot replicate the human ingenuity and deliver the heart-to-heart talks with the visitors.

The job requirement in AI future

Facing the highly-automated labor market in art museums, it is likely that arts managers will gradually create a vision for workforce transformation. The change will likely be tracked between the words on job descriptions since the requirements and qualifications to each job will keep aligned with the emerging trend in the human workforce. AI is the controller behind the scene. It is transferring the current job marketplace and redefining the staff requirement for art museums.

According to the 2018 Global Human Capital Trends report by Deloitte, computer science, coding or blockchain expertise will not be the technical skills that the future staff must obtain to survive in the huge competitive job market, instead, recruiters will look for people who excel in the soft skills that
represent humans advantages in the age of AI, including creativity, communication skills, critical thinking and complex problem solving.\textsuperscript{14} It is artificial intelligence that makes emotional intelligence more crucial and helps humans realize their valuable inborn capabilities which AI cannot imitate. Inspiring the public with creativity and curiosity, art museums are essential to incorporate those soft skills into their job requirements to acquire the best human-machine balance in the museum workplace, thus hiring staff with high emotional intelligence and soft skills will become a huge benefit for the future work in art museums.

Besides reaching new staff with demonstrable soft skills, art managers in museums can also develop various training programs to nurture current staff’s potential abilities and assist them in preparing for work efficiency and survival in the age of AI. One effective strategy involves creating a diverse workforce that balances the experience in emotional intelligence to encourage them to generate a collective and comprehensive mindset.\textsuperscript{15} Additional investment in staff training is needed since it is a critical step for AI adoption. A report by Infosys in 2017 revealed that 84 percent of managers, globally, planned to train the staff about the benefit of AI, and 80 percent of them planned to retrain the staff who have been replaced with the technology or are planned to be replaced.\textsuperscript{16} More optimistically, according to the 2017 University of Michigan study, a nine-month soft skill training increased the staff productivity by 12%.\textsuperscript{17}

The potential job in AI future

There is absolutely no doubt that the advancement of AI technology will create novel jobs in the museum workplace. According to the Future of Jobs 2018 report, AI, by 2022, is expected to create 58 million new jobs in all industries.\textsuperscript{18} Those unprecedented new jobs, which still need more exploration, can be labeled as the trainer, explainer and sustainer.\textsuperscript{19} In the museum workplace, trainer serves as the instructor, teaching AI how to simulate human-like conversation with the visitors; explainer’s work is clarifying the benefit and threat the AI-related
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proposal will pose to the museum; sustainer is like a performance evaluator, examining if the current work status to ensure both human and AI staff are working on the right track. The following three potential jobs at art museums are well aligned with the idea of the AI-related job classification which was proposed by the MIT Sloan Management Review.

Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh Innovation Studio has developed a successful chatbot – Andy CarnegieBot, which worked on the Facebook Messenger, encouraging visitors to digitalize the museum visiting experience. \(^{20}\) It is never an easy task for the chatbot designers to develop a thoughtful but straightforward system, which is essential to simplify the interface and process, focus the right balance between the proactive and reactive conversations, build trust among designers, visitors and chatbot, also, personalize the conversation for every visitor is needed. \(^{21}\) Chatbot designer might be an indispensable prospective

Chatbot designer
Professional chatbot designers, act as trainers, teaches AI systems to simulate the immersive conversation with the visitors to enhance the public engagement and interaction in the museum. The


position appearing on the museum career board in the near future.

**Technology strategist**
While AI possesses huge computing power and spectacular learning behavior which brings enormous numbers of benefit to the museum, it is still difficult for people to decide how to deploy it in the museum work or which tasks to apply it to. A technology strategist may be needed to help leverage AI in the museum workplace and generate an optimized plan for further decision makings.

**Human-machine team manager**
The current managers at art museums are well-trained to deal with the interpersonal relationship with the human labor. As the idea and method between managing humans and machines are different, their professional background might not be suitable and reliable to manage the teamwork which incorporates both human and AI. In the coming workforce revolution in art museums, almost every human staff in diverse departments will work in collaboration with AI, professional human-machine team manager position (sustainer) will be necessary to be designed conduct systematic performance evaluation, supervise the efficiency and quality of the work cooperation model between human and machine.

**Conclusion**
The emergence of AI redefines and reframes the current work at art museums. Its growing power fosters art managers to reconsider what is the right workforce relationship with AI and how to best leverage AI in the museum working environment. While some routine aspects of museum work may become automated, AI’s overall impact in museums may be positive, and its potential is unprecedented. It is better for arts professionals to keep an eye on AI’s rapidly evolving capabilities, consider how to integrate AI into their daily work as well as coordinate a healthy human-machine team model in order to assist them in accomplishing their tasks faster and better, and conveying the museum’s mission to the community.
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